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Abstract. A sensor network is expected to provide effective delivery of its
services by taking an appropriate action based on one or more situations that it
senses in the environment. However, due to the dynamism of application
requirements and user context, it is often required to re-configure services from
a sensor network to meet specific application needs. This paper is an attempt to
enable dynamic adaptation of sensor network services to environmental changes
with minimal human intervention. We propose a semantics-based architecture
that uses a publish/subscribe pattern to enable self-configuration of sensor
network services and potentially alleviate the heavy burden of programming
sensor networks. We envisage an environment with the plug-and-play concept,
where sensor networks, sensor nodes and sensors are dynamically reconfigured,
ensuring minimal disruption to the delivery of higher order information
services. We thus allow a client application to interact with the system and
uniformly access sensor services, yet hiding the complexity of the system.

1. Introduction
Recent years have witnessed the emergence of computationally-enabled sensors,
along with the rapid development and deployment of applications that use sensor data
[1, 39]. A sensor network perceives the environment, monitors different parameters
and gathers data according to an application purpose. The capabilities of a sensor
network are not just limited to observing and forwarding raw sensor readings. Sensor
networks revolutionize sensing in a wide range of application domains. They provide
different services, ranging from home automation to process monitoring, healthcare
analysis, weather forecasting, military situation awareness, and traffic control.
Sensor networks are often used in uncontrollable environments, whereby users
may not have precise information about the sensing data or network characteristics
[2]. Moreover, these properties can change over the lifetime of a network deployment,
due to events such as signal quality degradation, isolated failures, resource addition,
and sensor movement. As a consequence, sensor services must be re-configured to
make use of the new context information and resources. There should be the provision
to autonomously adapt, i.e. self-configure, the sensor network services according to
application scenarios and context, with enhanced accessibility and reusability.
The self-configuration feature in a sensor network would enable autonomous
structuring of contextual information and resources thus making them available to

services. It is proposed as one of the means to make a system scalable and robust in
the presence of changes, supporting dynamic adaptation [17]. It also allows service
customization and supports employing semantic technologies. A self-configurable
sensor network service can be built through a combination of process changes,
technology evolution, architecture and open industry standards.
Although there are several research works in the autonomic computing [12, 22],
model-driven engineering [31, 38], overlay networks [21], service computing [20,
36], and sensor network [2, 5, 7] domains to deal with the self-* properties of a
system, there is the need for a detailed architecture for self-configuration of sensor
services. Our research is a step towards addressing this issue by enabling a sensor
network to understand the general and specific context it operates in, i.e. the physical,
environmental and application-specific context. The underlying focus is to orchestrate
system activities according to an individual context, so as to provide a range of selfconfigurable services that are not possible with the current sensor configurations.
We propose a rich and powerful semantics-based architecture to recognize relevant
environmental changes and thus assist the self-configuration of sensor network
services. The need for a bottom-up sensor network description is addressed by taking
advantage of the W3C SSN-XG ontology1. This OWL [11] ontology defines sensing
concepts as axioms in the TBox and grounded data about particular configurations as
ABox instances. In addition, a semantic-based publish/subscribe approach is followed
for self-registration of configuration details such that high level network services, e.g.
databases, reporting services and user-specified tasks, may be informed of changes of
significance to them so they can adapt their behavior accordingly. For example, with
the aid of our approach, the introduction of an additional thermistor to a sensor node
measuring soil temperature may cause an application program to be recompiled and
re-deployed on the sensor network to use the additional capability. The main
contributions of this paper are:
1. An architectural description for self-configuration of sensor network services in
order to alleviate the heavy burden of programming sensor networks.
2. A semantic-based publish/subscribe approach as a building block to support
dynamic service adaptation to changes.
3. An approach for client applications to interact with a wide range of services in a
common way, thus providing a transparent view of the system complexity.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 sets the stage by detailing
design considerations and our approach for self-configuration of sensor services. It is
followed by a comparative analysis of related work to highlight the novelty of our
work. The proposed architecture and associated research challenges are presented in
Section 4 and Section 5, respectively. The system model is detailed in Section 6 and
implementation plan follows next. The paper is concluded in Section 8.

2. Self-Configuration of Sensor Network Services
The self-configuration ability can assist a sensor network service to dynamically adapt
to the changing environment, including the deployment of new components or the
1
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removal of existing ones, or sudden changes in the system characteristics. These
variations can happen either as random, periodic events or gradual evolutionary
changes in the system. The underlying principle for building self-configuring sensor
network services is to provide fundamental mechanisms upon which other networking
and system services may be spontaneously specified and reconfigured [20]. To make
a sensor network service self-configurable, the following conditions must be met:
The tasks involved in the configuration of a service are automated.
The automation process is initiated based on situations that can be observed or
detected in the sensor network system.
An authoritative entity in the sensor network must possess sufficient knowledge
of sensor network service configuration, resources, policies, and observed data.
On satisfying these conditions, it is possible to assemble the automated functions in
a set of composed processes to allow a sensor network service to be self-configurable.
These processes can be governed to collect necessary details from the system, analyze
them to determine the required configuration changes for a sensor service, create a
plan or action sequence specifying the necessary changes, and perform those actions.
2.1. Our Approach
Semantic technologies [28] are often used to enable sensor network services and
applications by providing a universally accessible platform that allows data to be
shared and processed by automated tools, and by providing machine-understandable
semantics of sensed data for automatic information processing and exchange. The use
of semantic technologies assists the integration of heterogeneous sensor resources that
need to interoperate, and support the automation of service configurations. This
semantic-based approach can provide a powerful way to express the context and
sensor capabilities, thus serving the vision of self-configuration of sensor network
services. It is particularly applicable as the full service description of a sensor network
system can never be known in advance.
To enable self-configuration of a sensor service, it is required to: i) define the
service configuration in a standard, machine readable format; ii) publish the definition
via a registry in order to make it discoverable; and iii) support a protocol to
communicate with client applications. We follow a semantic-based publish/subscribe
approach to list the available configurations. A repository provides necessary
information about the underlying sensor networks in terms of observations,
measurements, and sensor capabilities to be used for facilitating the self-configuration
activities when certain events occur. The publish/subscribe interactions well adapt to
the needs of self-configuration of sensor services. The main goal of such a mechanism
is the decoupling of publishers and subscribers in time, space and synchronization.
An ontology [8] can be used to describe various aspects of a sensor network
service and bridge the gap between services (re)usable in various scenarios and
requirements in the context of an individual client application. An ontology provides a
medium for capturing and reusing the knowledge and experience gained from prior
efforts, it thus leads to a great level of automation at the semantic level. Our approach
may also involve using ―smart-sensors‖ capable of self-describing and directly

providing intermediate features and capabilities using ontology so as to seamlessly
enable activity recognition when placed into an existing infrastructure.
Dynamic adaptation copes with changes in sensor configurations and application
context. When there are changes, the runtime information is fed into the related selfconfiguration context ontology using a feedback mechanism. The changes trigger the
execution of self-configuration logic for dynamic adaptation via monitoring, analysis,
planning and execution. With this approach, we aim to achieve extensibility,
performance, and scalability and lay a foundation for the self-configuration activities.

3. Related Work
Several research works focus on semantic-based dynamic service adaptation, sensor
configuration programming and the creation of context-oriented overlays. In this
section, we first cover the programming approaches in existing literature, and then
provide a comparative analysis of related research work.
3.1. Programming Models
Existing literature [23, 32] reports several approaches for programming a sensor
network. In full-image code update [30], a monolithic binary image of an entire
application is generated to fit into a single packet and is distributed by the source to
all nodes within a broadcast domain. Partial-image code update [13] calculates code
differences to be integrated into the program image and deliver them to target nodes.
It provides similar flexibility as full-image update, however, at a significantly lower
cost. In a node-level approach, programs are generally assembled on a server by
combining application specific code, library routines, configuration information, and
operation system into a single image that can be delivered to a node. Some
middleware performs dynamic update by replacing or reconfiguring components with
the use of Virtual Machines (VMs). VMs provide a more cost efficient approach to
update application level functionality of the system. However, the VM scripts are
highly restricted in the flexibility of updates [2]. The Marcoprogramming approach
involves writing a single program for the entire network, rather than for individual
nodes in the network. The program is then de-globalized by the compiler to convert it
into elements for distributing to individual nodes [19, 32]. There also exists work
using semantic representations based on an ontology to support the programming of a
heterogeneous sensor network [33].
In our work, we endeavor to use declarative macroprogramming approach for an
overlay architecture to enable self-configuration of sensor network services. This is
due to the flexibility and convenience of programming overlays in a highly compact
and reusable form [21]. The programmer specifies the logic of the program, typically
in some variant of first order logic. Then it is left up to the execution engine to supply
a control flow that implements the logic. Specifically, we aim to use Snlog [6], a
deductive declarative programming language, which is derived from declarative
models for building overlays. We believe that our approach promises the advantages
of ease of specification and code reuse.

3.2. Overview of Related Systems
Most existing methodologies for system and service configurations are focused on a
specific engineering technique. Some of them are largely not extensible and do not
support dynamic adaptation to the specific characteristics of individual application
scenarios and context.
Semantically-enabled Heterogeneous Service Architecture and Platforms
Engineering (SHAPE) [31] provides an integrated development environment that
brings together the Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) methodology with the ServiceOriented Architecture (SOA) paradigm. The Real World Internet [25] project focuses
on the management, scalability, and heterogeneity of devices and users. It aims to
facilitate the dynamic creation of context and actuation services from elementary
sensing, actuation, processing and reuse of sensor resources for a large number of
applications. The OPPORTUNITY [27] project aims to build goal-oriented sensor
assemblies that are spontaneously arising and self-organizing to achieve a common
activity or context recognition goal. Hydra [41] follows a semantic Web-based selfmanagement approach, supported by a set of self-management context ontologies.
The CONNECT [29] project focuses on enabling automated protocol mediation
through a formalization technique to enable seamless system composition. The SANY
consortium [14] provides a standard open architecture and a set of basic services for
integration of sensors, sensor networks, and sensor services. It also recognizes the
OGC’s Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) [3] as one of the key technologies to support
self-organizing and self-healing in sensor networks.
While our work is related to these research projects, we differ in that the service
customization and configuration techniques in the above projects are limited to lowlevel technical aspects, whereas we seek to insulate client applications from the lowlevel details. Some of the above works use SensorML or XML-based descriptions of
sensor configurations, which is not usable in our context due to not supporting
reasoning and vocabulary of semantic descriptions. In addition, we seek to provide a
comprehensive mapping of the SSN-XG ontology and OGC SWE standards. Many of
the design considerations, i.e. structural and operational requirements, for our
architecture are similar to that of ORCHESTRA [36], which provides a serviceoriented spatial data infrastructure. Our work also has some similarity to the P2
system [21] that uses a declarative logic language to express overlays in a highly
compact and reusable form.
In recent years, a few research work have explored the use of semantics for sensor
networks and publish/subscribe systems, such as semantic-based service framework
for query processing [18], sensor plug and play [4], semantic filtering in an XMLbased publish/subscribe infrastructure [35], an ontology-based publish/subscribe
system [37], semantic-enabled publish/subscribe middleware [9, 26], and semanticbased publish/subscribe systems [24, 40]. While they are appealing, none of them
focuses on the self-configuration aspect as we do. Many of them do not make use of
reasoning or domain knowledge in ontologies to aid the identification of semantically
relevant service configurations and matching them to subscribers. Moreover, most of
them suffer from scalability limitations with the increase of system size, and usually
do not work well under a large number of application subscriptions and a high volume
of service configurations. In our work, we aim to address these limitations.

4. The Architecture
The aim of self-configuration is that the service will re-configure itself so as to again
either satisfy the changed application context, scenario, and/or environment. The
requirement specification for a self-configurable sensor network service is not only
functional behavior, but also those non-functional properties such as response time,
performance, reliability, security, and that requirement may well include optimization.
Based on the design considerations (Section 2.1), in Figure 1, we present an
architecture for self-configuration of sensor services, comprising three key layers:
Sensor network physical infrastructure: At this layer, heterogeneous sensor nodes
are assembled and are placed at distributed locations. Each sensor node contains a
battery power source, wireless communications, computation unit, multiple sensing
modality, and memory. Sensor nodes produce a large amount of environmental data.
Collected data from sensor networks are often archived or streamed as raw data, but
can be annotated with metadata, by an application-specific data enrichment service
from the upper layer. Meaning of sensor data includes the feature of interest, the
specification of measuring devices, accuracy, scenario of measurements, and location.
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Fig. 1. Architecture to enable self-configuration of sensor network services.

Application-specific network and system services: This layer provides network
and systems services to support self-configuration. Among others, they may include
data-centric routing, attribute-based addressing mechanisms, location services,
naming and binding services, information dissemination and aggregation, caching and
security services. These services would use simpler communication interfaces and
abstraction than the raw communication interface. They should aid to enhance the
overall performance, such as throughput and delay.
Self-configurable sensor network services overlay: This layer forms the basic
functionalities of a semantic-based publish/subscribe system. At the heart of this layer
are an Authoritative Entity (AE) and a central registry. The registry publishes sensor
capabilities and semantic-based service configurations according to an ontology, and
allows client applications to subscribe to them. The registry can be user defined inmemory, governance repository or database-driven. AE interacts with this registry
and governs the operations of sensor network services. A semantic matching
capability [35] is deployed to notify matched subscribers about published service
configurations. Upon receiving notification on an observed change, a sensor network
service adapts to the modified context, i.e. self-configure itself, by going through
monitoring, analyzing, planning and execution processes. These processes are
managed by AE. We detail on these processes in the next section.
4.1. Self-Configuration Management
The automated processes provided by AE to manage self-configuration are:
Monitoring process: It provides active monitoring to collect, aggregate, filter and
report details gathered from a sensor network system. The data collected by this
process may include information about application scenarios, context, service
configuration, status, offered capability and throughput. Some of the data is static or
changes slowly, whereas other data is dynamic, changing continuously over time.
Analyzing process: It provides the mechanisms to correlate and model complex
situations, e.g. time series forecasting and queuing models, to allow AE to learn about
the system and help predict future situations. For example: the requirement to enforce
a change may occur when the analyzing process determines that there is a modified
service configuration to meet the application context.
Planning process: It provides a mechanism to construct the actions needed to
satisfy an application context. It takes on many forms ranging from a single command
to a complex workflow. It generates the change plan, a set of modifications for
services, and logically passes the change plan to the execution process.
Execution process: It provides the mechanisms to control the execution of a plan
with considerations for self-configuration. Once a plan is generated corresponding to
a change request, some actions may need to take place to modify the configuration of
one or more services. This process is responsible for carrying out the procedure that
was generated by the planning process through a series of actions.
The above processes can be tied with three fundamental mechanisms employed
within AE. They are—service lookup to keep track of the availability of service
configurations; sensor node composition to provide abstractions of the hierarchical
composition of the sensor network, thus simplifying dynamic reconfiguration of

services; and dynamic adaptation to utilize information from the lookup and
composition services for re-configuration. Through a distributed implementation of
these mechanisms sensor services can be enabled to dynamically adapt to changes,
e.g. device addition, failure and degradation, movement of sensor nodes, and variation
in tasks and network requirements in the sensor network system.
4.2. A Usage Scenario
As a usage scenario of the self-configuration service architecture, we consider the
Phenonet project [10]. The project deploys a 40-node, distributed sensor network
(Figure 2) to monitor crop growth. Amongst other parameters the network observes
air and soil temperature, soil moisture, light intensity, solar radiation, and a variety of
water quality parameters. The plant scientists involved in this project are interested in
comprehensive sensor readings, based on a number of environment and water quality
parameters, to run on yield and measure performance after frost, heat and drought.
The observed micromet data is passed through various scientific models to analyze
the heritability of traits in pre-breeding and breeding. The resulting data is relevant to
a number of clients, such as plant biologists, environmental researchers, plant
breeders, farmers, and funding bodies. Client applications require different services
from the sensor network and they query it to retrieve data. The sensor network
services may vary configuration as the result of environmental changes or other
interesting phenomena. We envision that a semantic-based publish/subscribe system,
running in conjunction with the network and data stores, will match the right
capabilities to client applications, allowing them to add and remove subscriptions
dynamically as the service configurations change.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2. Real time sensor observations: (a) Phenonet GUI; (b) sensed data.

Consider, for example, a standing query (a conjunctive query over terms and
properties from the ontology) submitted by a client application that is checking for
temperature threshold values. The query represents interest in the data underlying the
queried concepts. In this case, the observed properties (Figure 2) are sensor locations,
sensor accuracy and sensor manufacturer. If any change occurs in some part of the
network or the ontology itself, on which the query is built, the query will be required
to change as well. A client application would thus subscribe to concepts, properties
and named individuals in the query. The system then monitors change to the ontology
and service configuration and notifies subscribers of changes that logically or
structurally affect them. The dependence on a change can be direct or indirect
(implied), since the ontology is a logical object.
From the sensor network perspective, a fundamental example is when the network
is configured and programmed automatically using an ontology [33], with the
ontology treated as data loaded into a query interface. In this case, if terms in the
ontology are moved or redefined, or if additions are made either to the ontology or the
capabilities of the network, the query interface and its associated compilation
procedure will be notified and the reconfiguration will be reflected in the client
interface to take advantage of the changes.
An application service that allows the definition, and automated orchestration of
new sensors and services in terms of the concepts (sensors and existing services) in
the ontology [34] can work as part of the network configuration described above or by
building compositions on top of the network’s capabilities. If the composite sensor
application service is defined as a concept in the ontology, the concepts and roles used
in the definition and construction of a new sensor can subscribe to it. If change occurs
in any part of the ontology or network, on which the new sensor depends, the
composition service can be notified to reconstruct the composite sensor from the
updated definitions and network capabilities.

5. Research Issues and Engineering Challenges
Several research and engineering challenges are associated with the lifecycle of a selfconfiguring a sensor network service. They lie in the observed measurements, in the
construction of sensor service configurations, in the generation and selection of
alternative configurations and action plans, and overall in the operational activities for
ongoing adaptation during the lifetime of a sensor network. This lifecycle (Figure 3)
begins with the design and implementation, proceeds to installation, configuration,
monitoring, upgrading, and ceases in decommissioning of a sensor service.
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Fig. 3. Lifecycle of a self-configurable sensor network service.

Implementation: This phase involves service design, testing and verification. The
runtime infrastructure should leverage distributed components to create an optimal
configuration according to both application requirements and context. It should also
allow uniform access to data by applications, irrespective of the data format, source or
location. An ontology can be used to represent context and sensor capabilities.
Installing and configuring: This phase involves bringing up a service to an
operational state with minimal user involvement. It requires explicitly stating a user
subscription to correspond to a published configuration in a formal request language.
To enable this, a sensor service will entail a bootstrapping process that begins with the
configurations registering itself with the AE. The service may also interact with AE to
discover other services and dependencies it needs to complete its initial configuration.
Monitoring: This phase is included in the self-configuration management,
governed by AE. It involves monitoring configuration changes for sensor network
services. This is an essential stage for enabling self-configuration ability for a service.
When coupled with event correlation or decision theory, the monitored information is
useful for problem identification and recovery during system faults.
Service upgrade: The self-configuring sensor network services may require
upgrading them from time to time. They may subscribe/interact to an alert service that
provides information on the availability of relevant upgrades and decide for
themselves when to apply the upgrade, possibly with guidance from AE.

Decommission/replacement: Alternative to an upgrade process, sensor network
services could be implemented afresh as part of a system upgrade, removing outdated
services only after the new ones obtain a proper working status.
Lifecycle management: AE performs simultaneous activities to schedule and
prioritize operations. A user interacts with a service via an appropriate interface
provided by AE and retrieves the service description directly from the service. As per
the node composition rule, the sensor service is configured and invoked according to
application scenarios and context. During the lifetime of the system, services are
dynamically reconfigured in response to sensed observations and system changes.
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Fig. 4. Abstract model for a self-configurable sensor network service.

6. System Model
Figure 4 presents an abstract model for a self-configurable service. In our model, we
formally capture the structure and run-time behavior of a sensor network service. The
structure is defined by the service configurations and status in the system, whereas the
run-time behavior is defined by the activities that execute service actions. We assume
that the state of a sensor service is observable and that the results of actions influence
the observables and state variables. Service types are specified in terms of one or
more interfaces, whereby one interface may be attached to several configurations. An
interface characterizes the behavior of a service and enables a common approach to
represent the capabilities of a sensor service. We consider interfaces to be the unit of
reusability. A self-configurable service is represented by a tuple <C, V, T>, where:
C is the set of code blocks to perform service functionality Г
, where is
the set of inputs and is the set of outputs of a sensor network service and Г
defines a valid input-output set. A code block c C makes use of state variables
v V. Code blocks in the system are invoked through system operations, t T.
One operation can invoke several code blocks.
V is the set of state variables in the system, accessed through the code blocks. It
can be expressed as < , >, where is the set of sensors to provide services and
is the set of constraints set that controls access to the sensor and its services.

Constraints are based on state and/or context, and can control who invokes the
sensor service, when and how they are invoked and configured.
T is the set of operations for self-configuration that are executed by sequentially
invoking code blocks in the system, based on the system state changes by
manipulating the system variables in V.
begin
...
1:

initial system configuration

2:
3:

for each service
workload, usage pattern and system measurement

4:

if change identified = TRUE

5:

do construct and parameterize configurations

6:

if application context is met

7:

continue

8:

else if application context is not met

9:

explore alternative configuration

10:

evaluate and select best configuration

11:

put best configuration into effect

12:

else

13:

degrade service and report exception

14:
15:
16:

end if
end if
end for
...
end

Fig. 5. Pseudo-code for the self-configuration procedure.

6.1. Self-Configuration Procedure
Figure 5 illustrates the procedure for self-configuration. Through online observations
of state variables, e.g. sensor locations, accuracy, manufacturer, capability, service
parameters are estimated. A change in the system condition or workload results in an
alternation of parameters, after which the service status for those changed parameters
are evaluated. It is determined whether a service under the changed condition meets
the application context. If the current configuration is appropriate, nothing has to
change (line 1-7). Otherwise, alternative configurations are explored and adaptive
action plans are generated. Thereafter, the best alternative is selected and put into
effect. In the face of failure, service is degraded with reporting exception (line 8-16).

7. Implementation Plan
To realize our architecture, we require methods to define service configurations,
publish them for subscription and communicate with applications (Section 2.2). It
calls for the use of the standards-based semantic technologies. Our approach involves
expressing the sensor service overlay using a declarative language, such as Snlog, and
executing the resulting specification to construct and maintain it. This approach is
appealing, as it allows concise overlay specification, yet providing enough detail to be
executed with performance and robustness acceptable to sensor applications [21].
As the cornerstone of the proposed architecture, we intend to build a semantic
publish/subscribe component using an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB), such as WSO2.
It provides fundamental services for complex architectures via an event-driven and
standards-based messaging engine (the ―bus‖). The reasons for using an ESB are
increased flexibility, decentralization, faster integration to existing systems, and
distributed deployment. WSO2 ESB provides a built-in repository to store service
configurations and metadata. A significant feature of the semantic publish/subscribe
component will be its ability to support flexible subscriptions.
A part of the central registry module (Figure 1) will represent the complete sensor
network configuration modeled using the W3C SSN-XG sensor ontology, expressed
in the Web Ontology Language (OWL). By computing the ontology subsumption
hierarchy with a reasoner, the registry, under governance of AE, will generate a topic
hierarchy of classes and properties that is made available for subscription.
Client applications are generally interested, and dependent on, only a portion of the
complete sensor network ontology. For initialization, a client application may submit
a number of conjunctive queries to AE to obtain sensor configuration data from the
registry. Alternatively, the client may describe its interest as a reference to a module
of the ontology. From these requests, the interest of the client can be summarized as
the classes and properties mentioned in the query, or the highest classes and
properties in the module, respectively. This interest is reflected as a subscription to
the named topics managed in the WSO2 ESB topic hierarchy—future configuration
changes to the network will be published on this topic channel but pre-existing
messages should be discarded by the client.
When the central registry is updated to reflect a change in the underlying sensor
network configuration, client applications will be informed of changes of interest to
them through messages generated and labeled according to the topic hierarchy. In this
case, differences in the updated ontology have been computed by AE and the
corresponding set of affected topics is extracted as classes and properties mentioned
in the difference list. It is not straightforward to compute the difference between
ontology versions in an expressive ontology such as those in OWL. In some cases,
database-style tracking of updates over ABox instances is sufficient. More generally,
we intend to use methods for discovering the logical succinct difference between two
ontology versions [15-16], Although not yet solved for all description logics (and
possibly not decidable for some), it is a promising new method to automatically
compute the difference in the implications between two DL ontologies.
In our context, for TBox changes, we will cautiously overestimate the impact of
changes. Specifically, we intend to compute exact or overestimated changes, thus also
notify additional subscribers who need not have been notified. As a result, we prevent

leaving subscribers with an inconsistent view of the system and ontology state, due to
the errors in change estimations. A client application only receives notification from
AE when the updated configuration corresponds to a topic to which it subscribes. A
subscriber then responds by resubmitting its original request for configuration data
from the registry, and recompile, reconfigure or reload as appropriate for its context.
While we envisage that the use of semantics will greatly improve the power and
flexibility of the matching process, one possible issue could be the overhead caused
from the ontology update, thus leading to the computation of logical difference and
new subsumption hierarchy creation. However, given the fact that the topic hierarchy
changes infrequently, the overhead caused from ontology update is not a major
concern. On the other hand, ontology changes confined to the ABox may occur more
frequently in practice but are relatively easily computed.

8. Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented an architecture to enable self-configuration of sensor network
services. A semantics-based publish/subscribe approach, based on a plug-and-play
concept, has been employed to assist the self-configuration process. The architectural
approach will offer the required level of abstraction and generality to integrate to an
existing system. A list of associated research challenges has also been identified to
proceed with the practical implementation. We intend to implement the approach
presented in this paper within a real-world sensor network deployment, such as the
Phenonet project. Our work relates to the intelligence of a sensor network system to
operate autonomously with minimal user intervention in different application
scenarios and context. We envisage that this semantics-based approach will not only
provide a conceptual foundation for self-awareness in sensor networks, but also will
allow a sensor service to describe, use and adapt its behavior to its current context
with the use of semantic technologies. Our future work will proceed in this direction.
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